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Sim briefing 

Low Fuel Contents: A presentation on how fuel leaks are indicated and the reasoning behind the 
troubleshooting method. Boeing suggest most leaks are a result of an engine problem hence this is 
investigated before a main tank leak. The steps are CTR Tank? Engine? Main Tank? A discussion about 
recent events followed, check out the September newsletter for more info. The trigger for the FUEL QTY 
LOW EICAS is 2010kg either tank, this has been removed from FCOM 1.

TCAS: Briefing with a quick review of the system and actions, calls etc.

Memory Items: Now 24 and note the fleet e-library has the Alert Phase calls etc, added and is quizzed 
during this presentation.

Volcanic Ash: A discussion of the importance of exiting promptly and having the correct attitude for the 
>270kts ER ( >250kts -300 ) speed to assist with the start and minimize drift-down in the event both 
engines fail.

Upset Recovery: A presentation with emphasis on a standard procedure and call to initiate and fly the 
recovery:
1) Recognise. Either pilot announce “ATTITUDE” or “STALL”.
2) Initial Actions. “DISENGAGE” AP and AT if necessary ( i.e. AIRSPEED LOW with AP may just require 
thrust added ) “PUSH” forward elevator and/or trim if required, “ROLL” to wings level if required, 
“THRUST” as required.
3) Recover to level flight.

A check of the S/B should occur in there somewhere to manage the energy state.

You are given a standard CFP package for CEBHKG note the WX in Cebu forecast to be not very good 
with thunderstorms etc, MIA WX is good and HKG also good. Fuel already loaded to flight plan amount. 
The D-ATIS gives you 600m in mist,  w/v 070/25 , RWY wet so as the vis is below the required vis for 
both the RNAV and VOR approaches, you will need to carry a departure alternate, most likely MIA which 
is <400nm.

Simulator

Takeoff #1: CA as PF at instructors suggestion. A/C positioned on TWY B approaching K for RWY04 at 
CEBU. Stop bar left on after lineup clearance. Cleared for takeoff on the MOP4P SID. At 80 kts, CA 
incapacitated so FO carries out an RTO, consider advising the crew there is no need for an evac, i.e.  
“everyone remain seated and ISM to flight deck.”

Takeoff #2: At ~ V1, a shuddering felt with some vibration at rotate, shortly after airborne the following 
EICAS messages appear: *TYRE PRESS and *FUEL IMBALANCE. Due to the inhibit,  by the time the 
messages show you have already called for gear up so regardless of the fault the gear is on its way into 
the gear bay. We chose to acknowledge the messages with a “SBY, happy to accelerate and clean up 
and then address the Non Normals”.
After clean up, we had a look at the EICAS to determine what had occurred, and we observed the 
expanded fuel display with about two tons less in the right main tank. Reviewing the synoptic, given the 
tyre press message, we found wheel 4 showed no pressure. The NNC just advises if you can determine 
you have a flat tyre then don’t use Auto Brake. ( noted this for later ) We suspected a flat tyre with debris 
from that event damaging either a fuel line or main tank causing the leak/imbalance.
The vis is not suitable for a return in Cebu, and the fuel is not emptying at an alarming rate, so a quick 
gross error check with the fuel available in the left tank only ( worst case ) we can make RPLL so 
continue as planned as route takes us over MIA. We then ran the NNC’s.
FUEL IMBAL obviously leads you into the FUEL LEAK CKL, this requires you to note down the time and 
individual tank quantities so it’s worth taking a look at all info available i.e. Fuel synoptic. I would 
suggest doing this monitoring procedure even though you think you know what the reason is, to get a 
grasp of the time you have available before that tank is empty.
The obvious answer to, ……”a change in fuel imbalance of 500kg in 30mins” is yes as you had a two 
ton change at Takeoff within about one minute!
This is going to lead to an engine shutdown to determine the fault, we paused here to check the OEI DD 
ALT and declared a PAN call, continuing to DEP ALTN, advised them possible debris on RWY ( perhaps 



we could have made this call earlier to protect next A/C getting airborne ), and requested level off at 
<OEI DD ALT and >MSA. FL150 approved. 
Continued the FUEL LEAK CKL. After the ENG shutdown you start timing again to see if the leak 
remains. At this point, we chose to hold that NNC, complete the other EICAS message TYRE PRESS, 
and then review the EICAS and run the After Takeoff CKL.
AIRMANSHIP GAP followed which was a review of what we saw, what we think is happening and 
whether we are going down the right path? Options? ISM advised via STAR brief regarding 
precautionary landing and PA made to pax. Quick ACARS to IOC to keep them in the loop. ATC cleared 
us to CONDE for a CONDE ARR onto ILS06 RPLL.

Continuing the CKL we discover that the leak is still present, so the NNC suggests an engine may be 
restarted. We decided not to restart as no performance issues exist and top of descent approaching, we 
planned for a OEI Autoland using manual braking ( from tyre press CKL ) and discussed the possibility 
of FUEL QTY LOW CKL which occurred right on cue.
This NNC is good as it mentions the precautions against flameout and uncovering pumps, confirms F20 
for landing and suggests not to use reverse .
NB, we discussed the option of opening the X-FEED and turning off the non-leaking tank fuel pumps in 
an attempt to use the fuel we are losing from the right tank, but didn’t get the chance, the instructor 
wanted us to look, and action the In-Flight Start CKL, and once completed, we reset the TXP, Turned off 
the APU, Re-selected ALL ENGs in FMC. Exercise Complete just before the descent commenced.

TCAS:
 A/C reset to FL350 for FO TCAS event, RA occurs but FO doesn’t respond, so: PILOT 
INCAPACITATION. CA takes control and actions, advises ATC etc. FO then flies a TCAS RA, remember 
the calls “CX TCAS RA” and “CX clear of conflict , resuming…”

VOLCANIC ASH :
FO PF, A/C at FL350 and ash cloud reported by other A/C, engine starts surging, may choose to start 
the Eng Limit Surge Stall memory items but it becomes obvious very quickly you are in volcanic ash. 
Cargo Fire Warning and another EICAS message appears so we made an immediate turn, PAN call for 
the turn and immediate descent to FL150. PF selected FLCH to give us idle then disconnect A/T, called 
for PM to turn on WAI EAI. If the engines don’t fail I would wait until clear of the ash cloud before 
attempting to start the APU as you don’t want ash ingestion there also. We started to run the 
VOLCANIC ASH CKL from the ECL, but both engines were now surging and banging, followed by one 
EGT turning red then both engines fail.
At this point, while the bus txfr is taking place, the FO’s screens go blank, so CA takes over with 
everything avail from CAPT FLT INS BUS while the RAT deploys. Set the pitch attitude to around +1 
degree. For speed >270kts ER ( >250kts -300 ). Call for the DUAL ENG FAIL STALL memory items and 
upgrade to a Mayday.
Continue to run the VOLCANIC ASH CKL as this will cover the dual eng fail items, including a reset of 
the PFC’s which will get you back into normal law. Soon after the indicated airspeed starts reducing to 
zero so time now for the UNRELIABLE AIRSPEED memory items. Remember to take the A/T arm 
switches off as its easily missed because of everything is happening at once.
Because we were waiting for engine light off, we chose to retain the attitude set initially ( plus 1 ), and 
briefed if we get the cabin ALT warning we will not be increasing the rate of descent, you want time in 
the air.
We followed up with the AIRSPEED UNRELIABLE ECL which directs you to FCOM2 for more detailed 
ATT and Thrust settings which may be helpful when you get an engine back.
Passing FL160 it appears we have one engine available so we stopped all other CKLs to restore the 
operative engine, select FMC ENG OUT and set an ATT and Thrust for level flight at FL150 as FCOM2 
provides attitudes for this level, (obviously more thrust is required, but it’s a good starting point.) Our 
instructor gave us the remaining engine back and called Volcanic exercise complete, now get yourself 
on the ground in RPLL.
Set up for a long final onto ILS06, review the EICAS, resume the AIRSPEED UNRELIABLE CKL as now 
we have an opportunity to continue and check for a reliable source with a set ATT and thrust.
Unfortunately all sources not working so we prepared for the approach by writing out an approach chart 
with the various ATT and THRUST and resulting performance expectations at 5000ft for quick reference, 
and used our F30 speed to calculate the Flap speeds, i.e. UP,  F1, F5 etc  We also asked ATC to 
monitor our GS closely and advise any time it reduces below 150 kts GS so we could have a backup 
form of speed monitoring. The CKL calls for ALTN FLAP EXT which is only going to give you SLATS mid 
range and a max of FLAP 20, so we requested a 30nm final at 5000ft expecting config for G/S intercept 
at 17 DME but it was a real rush to configure. Note also the expanded flap display wont show a specific 
F15 annunciation but there is a detent on the display.



A raw data ILS is flown to a landing. NB Considerations for a GA if you become unstable, initial pitch 
attitude in FCOM2 is based on Gear up and you are already at F20, “No modes” and manual thrust. We 
briefed a F20 GA with gear up to level off with F15 as the figures are provided in the table for this config, 
Alternatively retain F20 when level and deduct a little thrust for the gear being up. ( FCOM 2 assumes 
level flight F20 with gear down ).

REPOS RPLL24 FO takeoff, IAS starts reducing after Flaps Up selected, AIRSPEED UNRELIABLE 
memory items run whilst turning away from the terrain straight ahead, req maintain 5000 downwind. 
FCOM 2 numbers  ☺
Vectors for a 30nm final again, same considerations as previous. We also had an ‘AUTO 
SPEEDBRAKE’ EICAS, so extras for this approach are ALTN FLAP EXT and don’t arm the SB lever, 
deploy manually, (I think it actually extended with reverse selection like it is supposed to but I can’t 
remember. )

REPOS 06 for a Takeoff and look at Static port blockage to observe differences, very ugly with alt info 
gone also. Speed theoretically should increase but in sim it decreases very subtly initially.

NB the books suggest the FPV is not useable or reliable but it appeared to be functioning throughout 
and was quite a good source of additional info when used with all other known sources.

UPPER AIR UPSET RECOVERY
Instructor gets in seat to position the A/C into a 

1) Stall at high alt for a manual recovery using the calls mentioned in briefing.
2) Nose High 25’ bank
3) Nose low wings level

All recovered while making calls and resume Level Flight.


